Popular Summary
This Dr. J. Simpson has made many major contributions in understandingthe physical processesassociated with hurricanes, tropical clouds and cloud systemsin her first fifty-year career. In this paper,her nine specificaccomplishments, (1) hot towerhypothesis, (2) hurricanes,
(3) airflow andclouds over heatedislands,(4) cloud models,(5) tradewinds and their role in cumulus development, (6) air-sea interaction,(7) cloud-cloud interactionsand mergers, (8) waterspouts, and(9) TRMM science, will bedescribed anddiscussed.
Major Research Areas and Achievements
2.1 "Hot Tower" hypothesis (1958 and 1979) Riehl and Malkus (1958) (1944) and Tropical Meteorology by Riehl (1954) . They considered two seasons (December-February and June-August), and constructed mean latitude-height cross sections of the synoptic variables.
From these cross sections, they determined the mean vertical profile of moist static energy Q at the location of the equatorial surface trough and at a distance of 20°of latitude from the trough (Fig. 1 ). The decrease of Q with height in the low levels, above the well-mixed layer to about 750 rob, was previously recognized. The increase of Q above 750 mb was the focus of the paper. They proposed a hypothesis to account for the high values of Q in the upper levels. Riehl and Malkus's (1958) suggestion became known as the "hot tower" hypothesis.
Because of the great amount of attention given to this idea, they revisited the hypothesis 21 years later (Riehl and Simpson 1979) . In the second paper, the authors are not clear about how they upgraded the synoptic data set, but evidently -15 years of additional sounding data were used. They used surface maps from the revised textbook of Riehl (1979) . They alluded to satellite data, which were by then widely available, but did not include visible or infrared imagery in the paper. Using a typical size for a mesoscale convective cloud system gleaned from satellite imagery, they made otherwise similar arguments to those in the earlier paper. These arguments led them to an estimate of 1600-2400 undiluted "hot towers" (they adopted the popular terminology in this second paper), assuming a hot tower had an average area of 25 km 2 and an updraft velocity of 2-3 m s -1
It should be noted that Riehl and Malkus (1958) and Riehl and Simpson (1979) recognized that the hot towers had to be embedded in mesoscale convective systems, which were an order of magnitude greater in area than the hot tower updrafts. This awareness was based on much personal visual observation of clouds on their part (e. g. Malkus and Riehl 1964) , and it foreshadowed the work on the mesoscale organization of the circulation (Zipser 1969 (Zipser , 1977 and
precipitation (Houze 1977) in the mesoscale convective systems containing the hot towers. 
HurricanES

Airflow and clouds over heated island
Beginning with the observational study of airflow over Nantucket Island in Massachusetts (Malkus and Bunker 1952) , Joanne Simpson introduced original concepts into understanding this flow. Her two-part paper (Malkus and Stern 1953a, b ) applied a theoretical model to describe the airflow observed over Nantucket Island, as well as to provide a more general description of this type of mesoscale system for any flat, heated island.
In Malkus and Stern (1953b) , she introduced the concept of an "'equivalent mountain" which corresponds to the influence of a heated island on the airflow. The equivalent mountain effect is
shown to depend only upon the temperature distribution along the surface, the wind speed, the eddy turbulent conductivity in the surface layer, and the undisturbed thermodynamic stability. Figure 4 illustrates the form of this equivalent mountain for idealized flow, while Figure  5 presents observational data for a case study day for Nantucket Island. This relation between air motion and the heating of a flat island has been confirmed repeatedly in more recent years, as illustrated, for example, in Pielke (2001a, this volume).
In Malkus (1963) , the concept of the equivalent mountain was used to propose that cumulus convective rainfall could be enhanced by asphalt ground coatings. Using the small flat island of Anegada in the West Indies, she documented the generation of a cumulus cloud street by the heated island. She concluded that an asphalt coating is sufficiently promising as a way to promoterainfall,thatit shouldbe investigated further. This work anticipates morerecentstudies which haveshownthemajorrole of land-surface properties, includingthenet radiationreceivedat the groundsurfaceandthe partitioningof turbulenceinto sensibleandlatentheatforms on the occurrence, intensity, andpatterningof cumulusconvective rainfall(Pielke2001b).
The Development of a Cloud Model in the Context of Cloud Seeding Experiments
Dr. Joanne Simpson pioneered the development of a computerized, 1-dimensional, mathematical cloud model (Simpson et al. 1965) in the context of cloud seeding experiments Simpson and Wiggert 1969; iodide smoke. The 9 remaining clouds were studied in an identical manner as controls, using the same stack of four instrumented aircraft to penetrate the cloud before and after the seeding run.
Cloud growth was documented by aircraft, radar and photogrammetry. The seeded clouds grew vertically an average of 1.6 km more following the seeding run than did the control clouds; the difference is significant at the 0.01 level.
The cloud model was used to predict "seedability" and "seeding effect." Seedability is defined as the difference between the seeded and unseeded top of the same cloud. Seeding effect is defined as the difference between the observed top and the predicted unseeded top of the same cloud. Both parameters were computed and graphed for all 23 clouds. The seeded and unseeded clouds separated into two distinct populations as shown in Figure 6 . Note that the seeded cases (in circles) follow closely the dashed line of perfect predictability. (Simpson et al. 1975) , and emphasizing the importance of downdrafts as linkages in dynamic cumulus seeding effects (Simpson 1980 Thus,one of the many research legacies of Dr. Joanne Simpson is the lead role that she played, both conceptually and with numerical models, in the development and testing of dynamicmode seeding concepts that are still being refined and tested today.
Trade wind studies and the role of trade-wind cumulus in their maintenance
Beginning in the mid-1950s (Malkus 1954 (Malkus , 1956 (Malkus , 1957 (Malkus , 1958 Riehl and Malkus 1957; Brier and Simpson 1969) In theseandotherstudiesJoannehas pointedto theneedto adequately describethe threeor eventwo-dimensional velocityandmoisturefields of the tropics.Thesetwo variables, velocity andmoisture, remainthe keysto unlockingtheremainingpuzzles of thetropicalatmosphere.
Air-Sea Interaction
Joanne Simpson's work has always portrayed air-sea interaction not as an isolated process, but as a piece" of a complex, interacting system. Her understanding and enthusiasm were fueled by association with Woods Hole, which in the 1940s and 1950s did repeated measurements in the Caribbean using both ships and one of the first instrumented aircraft (Bunker 1955 et al. 1983, Kuo and Reed 1988) and confirmed for a number of ERICA storms (e.g., Reed et al. 1993, Rausch and Smith 1996) . Air joining such cyclones may have already been moisture-enriched well away from the storm, but well-placed locally-enhanced fluxes have been shown to play a role in the intensification of some storms (Reed et al. 1993 , Wakimoto et al. 1995 ).
However, current papers focus on flux-enriched air being available for slantwise as well as vertical convection (e.g., Reuter and Yau 1993).
Simpson is well known for her important work done on the role of air-sea exchange in the trades, drawing from measurements over both the Atlantic (e.g., Woods Hole expeditions described in Woodcock and Wyman 1947 , Bunker et al. 1949 , Malkus 1958b , Colon 1960 and Pacific (Riehl et al. 1951, Riehl and Malkus 1957) . As in the review paper on extratropical cyclogenesis,
Simpson's article in The Sea quickly emphasized that large surface energy fluxes do not lead to convection in the presence of a capping inversion -in this case, the trade-wind inversion 2. Rather, the trade inversion contains the moistening air until it reaches the equatorial trough zone, where more favorable thermal stratification and convergence allows the air to rise in deep convective "hot towers" that heat the middle and upper troposphere in the equatorial trough zone. Riehl et al. (1951) and Colon (1960) found the surface latent and sensible heat fluxes as residuals in the energy budgets that are consistent with bulk formulas and current estimates. Riehl and Malkus (1957) showed that the along-stream pressure gradient in the Pacific trades could be accounted for by the observed heating. From the budgets in Riehl et al. (1951) , the streamwise pressure gradient is, to close approximation, also related to the vertical divergence of momentum transport.
Combined, these two relationships link the sensible heat flux and streamwise surface stress, which to good approximation, is the total. By allowing the streamwise velocity to accelerate, combining
While the modulation of deep convection by easterly waves in GATE is consistent with this finding, the modulation of convection by larger-scale motions in the Pacific warm pool during TOGA COARE was not so clear (e.g., Raymond 1995).
the kinematic equations, the gas law, and the first law of thermodynamics, under the above approximations, Simpson (Malkus 1956) showedhow heating,a streamwisepressuredrop, and subsidence arerelatedin the tradewind zone,andpredictedthe often-observed wind maximumat cloudbase.
Simpsonand colleagues pioneeredin studiesof the heatand moistureflux through the subcloudandcloudlayersof the tradewind zone. The work wasmainly basedon the previouslymentionedseriesof Woods Hole expeditionsto the Caribbean.Simpson'sclassicwork (Malkus 1958b )describes the structureandprocesses in the subcloud(dividedinto a well-mixedlayerand transition layer) and cloud layers (Fig. 8) . The Woods Hole group correctlydeducedthat the sensible-heating profile in the subcloudlayer goesnegativeat a surprisingly low level,typically aboutone-thirdof the wayto cloud base(-200 m) basedon aircraftdata (Bunker 1956 ,Fig. 53, Malkus 1962 .This deductionwassupportedby Colon's (1960) budgetfor the CaribbeanBasin (Malkus1962, Fig. 30 Riehl 1960, Riehl and Malkus 1961) , in defining how the heating and frictional drag worked in the inner core (less than -100 km from the center)of a moderate hurricane. By the time these papers were written, it was recognized (Byers 1944 , Riehl 1954 Simpson's work since this era (summarized elsewhere in this paper) has expanded to include numerical modeling but still involves the "expense and labor" needed to analyze the model results.
A recent focus, along with colleagues (Wang et al. 1996 (Wang et al. , 2001 uses the Goddard Cumulus Ensemble (GCE) model to ascertain the role of air-sea fluxes in the development of mesoscale convective systems.
As in the case of extratropical cyclones and the trade wind region, whether the fluxes have an impact has as much to do with whether they can feed clouds that penetrate into the upper troposphere. Results indicate that the significantly enhanced fluxes beneath the convection affect system development and precipitation amount far less than the transports in the environmental air that eventually forms the deep convection.
Cloud-Cloud Interactions and Mergers
It has been recognized that the largest and most persistent convective clouds are often formed by the merging of two or more adjacent cells. Over the years, Dr. J. Simpson developed an original idea that showed how clouds merged into organized convective complexes that are the major producers of rainfall in the tropic (Malkus 1954; Malkus and Riehl 1964; Simpson et al. 1980 Simpson et al. , 1993 .
Conventional digitizedradaremployedduringtheFloridaAreaCumulusExperiment (FACE, 1970 (FACE, -1976 andGARPAtlanticTropicalExperiment (GATE, 1974) presenteda unique,first opportunity to identify as well as quantifythe importanceof the growth of cumulusshowersby cloud-cloud interactionandmerging.In Simpsonet al. (1980) , a merger is defined as the consolidation of two previously separate echoes at the 1 mm hr -1 isopleth of rain rate. A first-order merger is the result of the joining of two or more previously independent single echoes, and a second-order merger is formed by the juncture of two or more first or second-order mergers. She and her colleagues found that the second-order mergers contributed about 68% of the rainfall and accounted for 53% the area covered by echo. Single echoes and the first-order mergers contributed similar properties of rainfall and total area. However, of all the echoes, nearly 90% were un-merged and only about 10% merged. In Florida, on relatively undisturbed days, Dr. Simpson found that mergers of showers occurred predominantly in seabreeze convergence zones, based on their predicted locations by a mesoscale model. Simpson et al. (1993) studied a family of very tall (up to 20 km) cumulonimbus complexes that developed almost daily over an adjacent pair of flat islands in the Maritime Continent region north of Darwin, Australia, known locally as "Hectors". About 90% of the total rainfall came from these merged systems which comprised less than 10% of the convective systems.
It was found that the trend for the Hector and Florida storms was consistent and implied that total rainfall production comes from a multiplicative enhancement of production by cloud-scale interaction. Using rawinsonde and surface observations (including radiation and soil measurements), Dr. Simpson found that approximately 15% of the moisture source for the rainfall was provided by evapotranspiration, 45% by the sea-breeze convergence of warm, moist oceanic air, and 40% by "mining" of the original island boundary layer once the precipitation began. et al. (1980) postulated that downdraft or gust front interaction is the primary mechanism of shower mergers. The approach or collision of gust fronts/downdrafts from adjacent clouds can force warm moist air upward which in tropical air masses is both conditionally and convectively unstable. Her colleagues, Ulanski and Garstang (1978) found that stronger gust fronts were associated with moving, in contrast to stationary, showers.
Simpson
With wind shear, the merger processes should be different and more effective in joining and organizing cloud systems. Another important finding by Dr. Simpson was that the merging of convective showers is usually proceeded by a "bridge" of visible smaller cumuli. The occurrence of the cloud-bridge may simply manifest the importance of low-level convergence to the merging process. Dr. Simpson's proposed cloudcloud interactions and merging mechanism is shown schematically in Fig. 10 .
Usinga three-dimensional cloudmodel to studycloud-cloudinteractionsandmergers, Tao andSimpson(1989) found thatthe primaryinitiatingmechanism for the occurrence of a secondordermergeris thelow-levelconvergence associated with coldcumulusoutflows. [SeeTao (2001) for a reviewanddiscussion of otherpossiblemechanisms associated with first-ordermergers.]
Waterspouts
Starting back in the mid-1980's, Dr. Simpson and colleagues undertook research into the enigmatic origins of waterspouts.
Two key published papers emerged (Simpson et al. 1986 and 1991) In the other, a more unstable subcloud layer was prescribed along with strong low-level shear, which resulted in strong parent vortices with maximum intensity at the surface. An unstable lower cloud layer appears to be a necessary but insufficient condition; given a favorable thermal environment, differences in the low-level wind profile are clearly crucial. It is noted that during both of the GATE case study days, waterspout formation was noted in the area where two gust fronts approached one another. Given a cumulus-scale parent vortex, the gust front interaction may provide the final convergence needed to stretch and amplify the subcloud vortex to waterspout strength. The mechanism is shown schematically in Fig. 11 .
In the Great Salt Lake paper, Simpson et al. (1991) , detailed analyses of a waterspout that formed in a cumulus line over the lake are presented. The spout was anticyclonic and formed in an and that of Wakimoto and Wilson (1989) as prescribedfor non-supercelltornado/landspout development. AccordingtotheWakimotoandWilson study,the rotationoriginatesfrom low-level horizontalshearinitially unrelatedto (external to) overhead cloud processes, which then becomes stretched upwardwhenit coincides with a convective updraft. As notedby Simpson et al. (1991) , it is likely that in the case of waterspouts, both mechanisms may be important, in varying degrees depending on the cloud environment. The hot tower locations from the lidar are denoted as A-E. As shown in Table 2 , D in the forming eyewall tops at 17 km while the tallest tower C is in the major rainband in the western MCS. The solid lines are isobars. The W symbols denote warm core, with WIL apparently west of Wlu. W2 is a weaker warm core remaining with the weaker, sheared MCS. Asterisks denote the ten locations of strong electric fields. 
Figure Captions
Figure8
Subdivisionof theTradeWind boundarylayer,basedon Malkus(1958b) .
Figure9
Schematicof roll circulationsand their relationshipto cloud streets. The roll circulations(broadarrows)drawbuoyantelements (outlinedwith stippling)into their upwellingregionsandenablethe buoyantelements to penetrate higherthanotherwise, leadingto cloudstreets. 
